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It will be supposed that tht' permitti"ity Yarips in the transYerse direc
tions only and in the direction of wancguicle axis it is constant. Such wan~guid
('S art~ important as isolators. phase shifter". attenuators and as the parts 
of matl'rial testing equipment;;;. 

Two important groups of the applied computational methods are 
1. nuiational methods. 

:2. generalized telegraphist's equations. 
Tht' purpose of this palwr is doub1!'. First IlnL simpler generalized 

telegraphist's equations al'l~ giyen. Secoud, the connection between the two 
nwthods is pointed out. 

For the sake of simplicity it is supposed that the permeahility is constant 
and the permittiYity is isotropic. 

1. Introduction 

The essential point of the "Variational method is to find a functional 
(""Variational" formula) which giyes the "Value of the propagation factor, and 
which contains as function yariable the electric and/or magnetic field strength. 

i' = F(E; H) (1) 

Substituting the exact electric and magnetic field strength we obtain tht' exact 
yalue of the propagation factor 

(2) 

The formula is yariational or stationary, if its variation about the exact vaIut, 
with respect to the field strengths is zero: 

by = [b F(E; H)k: Ho = 0 (3) 

This property allows that approximating the field hy a suitahle trial functiorl 
gives a good approximation of the propagation factor. (The error in propaga
tion factor is of a higher ordpr smaller than in the field strength.) 



The field strength is often approximated as sum of functions with 
unknown coefficients 

(4) 

(5) 

Then coefficients Ui and 1., giving the hest approximation can he determined 
from the system of equations 

=0 (6) 
aUi 

=0. (7) 
ali 

This is the Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
The variational formulae of the propagation factor have been sUIllmarized 

by BERK [1]. NIKOL'SKI has expanded the results for the case of anisotropic 

dielectrics [2] and using the empty-waveguide modes as expanding functions 
he has given the matrices from "which - as eigenvalues the propagation 

factors can he determined [3]. 
Let us turn to the generalized telegraphist's equations. It is well kllO'l"'Il 

that the field coefficients of the homogeneous ,rayeguide satisfy telegraphist's 
equations. These equations can be generalized [4], [5] to take the current den
sity and the surface excitation into consideration. 

The telegraphist's equations with respect to the inhomogeneously filled 

wayeguide these will he seen to he special cases of those in [4] were first 
deriyed hy SCHELKl::,\OFF. In his paper he has not used the results of [4]. 
but set out directly froiil lVIaxwell's equations. He has taken into account the 
effect of the dielectrics hy the polarization current density. 

Because of place shortage. instead of presen ting SchelkuIlofT 5 deduc
tion to full length, only a part from it will IH' quoted to show an incorrect 
resulL which appeared in the literature. Eq. (39) in [6] referring to isotropic 
and non-magnetic dielectric!' 15 

(8) 

where V(m) and I(m) are the modal voltages and modal currents, X(m) is thf' 
eigenvalue and Vz, (m) the modal voltage helonging to the longitudinal com
ponent of the electric field. 

Eq. (44) in [6] for the isotropic ease: 

(9) 
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To eliminate V:, (m) from (8), we must form a matrix iuyersion in (9). Let us 
mark the elements of the inverse matrix by cZ(I:)(m), then from (9) we obtain 

(10) 

Before introducing (10) to (8) an index change is needed. Schelkunoff calls the 
attentien to it: (p. 795 in [6]) "Before substituting in Equation (8), the sum
mation index 111 in (10) should be changed to avoid conflict with 111 in the for
mer equations:' After substitution and index change. (8) takes the form: 

(11) 

The authors of [7] do not change th!:' indices in (10). but they substitute m in 
the place of n. So they obtain Eq. (5) in [7]. So thl:'y replace the matrix in (9) 
by a diagonal matrix. This substitution - as can b!:' s!:'en from (9) - is correct 
only in the case of constant E. Surely. then 

1 
(12) 

where bum is the Kronecker symbol. In the case of cons taut E th!:' incorrect 
Eq. (5) in (7) tramforms to the correct transmission line ('quation 

d I(m) I' . l.irn) 1 I ~~---- = J(!).uo - --. - (m! 
dz JO)<: I 

(13 ) 

Howeyer. Wh!:'ll E i~ a function of traasn'rst' co-ordilla tes. thpn (5) in (7) is Ill-

correct. 
As (11) shows. thc result uf Sehelkunoff i,. rather difficult to treat. 

It wants a forming of matrix iIlYersion. This is a eonsequence of the fact that 
he has expanded the displacement rector D and the magnetic flux 1Jector B. 
Our results will J)I' simpler. hecausp w(' ('xpand the ('lectric and magnetic field 

strength Yector. 

2. Recapitulation of the results for the homogeneously 
filled waveguide 

The field of th(' wayeguide can be obtained as follows. We solve the 
equation 

kfi) Vw =: 0 (14) 

with the boundar:' conditi on VU) = 0, and we solye the equation 

(15) 
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'with the houndary condition = O. Ht'l"t' .d! is the transyerse Laplaciau, 
all 

tlw index in brackets lll('ans TE modI'. whik the index in parenthc5CS means 

TlH onc. 

WOe form thc yectorial mode functioni': 

eU) '-.' 'J (iJ 

h(i) k> eUJ 

cril k 

hUI -=-c \', '/ Id 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

,dHTt· \t is the trans,'Cl"SC part of tht· gradient. and k is th(' unit yt'cinr in tll,' 

~ direction. 
TIll' vectorial mo(lt' functions are orthullormal: 

\' eu; e,nl) (Ll 
.-'< 

\. ern e[ml d. = '\,,: 
.-'< 

\. e(iJ elm! d. L = 0 
.\ 

\' h(i) h(,") cl .-1 () fn: 

.~\ 

\' h[n h[ml dA (\": 
) 

\' h(i) h[ml cIA 0 
.-'< 

In view of th(' ahoyt' it follows 

\' fJ'(i) If (m. dA 
,-,<' 

1 
--~ ,). 
k[i) u" 

(20) 

(21 ) 

(22) 

(23 ) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

\Vith the aid of the yectorial modI' functions. the tranSYl'l"se field of tlH' wayc

guidt' can be expanded: 

(28) 

(29) 
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The system ei, h, is complete in the following sense. The necessary and 5ufficient 
conditions to e:;:pand in mean square a given transyerse electric field by the 
series (28) is that the giyen field is sectionally continuous and differentiable. 
The necessary and sufficient condition to expand in mean square a giyen trans
verse magnetic field is that the giyen field is sectionally continuous and differ
entiable and the dh-ergence of the giyen field is zero at the houndary. 

U f and If arc the modal voltage and modal eurrpnt. They satisfv the 
transmi;:;:ion lint" equations 

(30) 

(31) 

8IC;) • [--le" .. -~-- ~ 'J Co (i) (32) 
a::: 

(33) 

Finally let us express E: with the aid of the modal Cllnent. 

(34 ) 

3. The excitation effect of currents flowing inside the waveguide [4, 5, 8] 

If transyerse current Jt and longitudinal current J: flow insid(' the wa\-e
guide, then Eqs (30) to (33) alter to: 

a FCi)_ 
Ijw Po -.-:- ) 1(0 

1 
J \-::J:. ecodA (:35) 

3= jUJ Co ju) Cn --' 

se 
3: 

.1(1) Co IUJ (36) 

= jw Co Uu) J e(i) Jt dA (:37) 
0= A 

oI[i] k' fj(l) Co -- ~!L) l~[;l - JeliJJt dA. (38) 
0::: F') ,uo _-\ 

From physical point of yiew it is evident that no longitudinal current density 
generat('s TE modI'. Surely TE mode ha5 no closed magnetic line of force in 
the transverse plane. This fact can he easily verified also by veetorallalytical 
method. So the second term of the right-hand in (3.3) needs not appear in (:36). 
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4. Generalized telegraphist's equation of waveguides 
filled "\\-ith inhomogeneous dielectrics 

The effect of inhomogeneous dielectrics is taken into consideration with 
the aid of the polarization current density 

1) E. (39) 

Here we expand E according to the empty waveguide modes. The consequence 

is that (generally) every mode will be self-coupled and will be mutually coupled 
with other modes according to Eqs (35) to (38). 

No'w we examine the form of Eqs (35) to (38), if the polarization current 
density was due to TE or to TM mode. The second term on the right hand 
side of Eq. (35) 'will be zero in the case of TE mode, because then Ez and con
sequently Jz is zero. 

From (39) follows that Jz yanishes at the boundary. Then the second 
term in the right-hand side of (35) simplifies. We proye 

J \-, Jz' \! f[(i) dA = h~fo J Jz er (0 dA (40) 
A A 

'where "we have substituted e(i) from (16). The starting point of the proof is 
the identity 

(41) 

(41) is valid in distributional sense, supposing Jz has countable cliscontinuities 
and rp(i) has continuous deri,-atiYes. Integrating both sides of (41) with respect 

to the cross-section, the Gauss theorem generalized in distributional sense [11] 
can be applied: 

J JzJ'({I!)d_c/. 
A 

The left-hand side yanishes in yiew of the boundary condition. 

(42) 

Multiplying both side of (14) with Jz and integrating o,-er the cross
section, we obtain 

JJzil,q(i)dA ..Lkto .fJz'F(t)dA o. (43 ) 
A A 

Comparing (42) and (43) :--ields (40). 
On the basis of (34), expanding Jz according to TJI modes: 

1 .2 I(l1I) k1",) ---'------ q Im) • 
11I c. 

(44) 
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Utilizing (40), the second term in the right-hand side of (35) becomes 

kfi)' .'. I k2 Cr I dl 
-.-- \ _ (m) '(m) ----. rem) ((0) .r:t. 
]OJ Co _4 7z Cr 

(45) 

The series in the integral is convergent in mean square, therefore it converges 
almost everywhere in absolute sense. \Vith the aid of Lebesgue theorem [12] 
we can interchange the integration and the summation 

ko, I 
'(i) '" I k2 \' d ,I -.--- _____ , (m) (m) ---- ff(m) (r (i) _r:t = 

]W 1'0 7z A cr 

, I 1 -AI 1'1' (('(m) q;(i) cIA _ . (46) 

bmi 
The first term in the brackets equals so the final form of (35) is 

kim) 

8 F (i) 'I kfi) '" I k2 ,1 1 1 - -8", = JU) Po (i) - -.-- /.. (m) (m) \ ff(m) q-(i) ( --
- J(!) Co m .4 I'r 

(47) 

Let us examine (37). With the aid of (39) and (28) 

Jt = .iU) co(Er - 1)'::; (U(m)e(m) -7- U[mle[ml)· 
m 

After substituting this into tlw second term of the right-hand side of (37) 
and interchanging the integration and the summation again, ,,-e ohtain 

.iw EO ~ 'C(rll) [ J Er eU) e(m) dA 
[11 A 

.le) (;'02' e[m] [ l'Er e(iJ e[m] eLL 
m .4 

I' e(i) e(m) cIA] -' . 
. 4 

j' e(i) elm] cIA]' 
A. 

(48) 

The second term in the first bracket is biT'" so it eliminates the first term on the 
right-hand side of (37). The second term in the second bracket always vanishes 
according to (22). The final form of (37) is 

8I(i) 

8z 
.iW Eo.:E U(m) J Er e(i) e(m) eLl 

m A. 

.ieo co.:E U[ml J Cr e(i)e[m] dA . (49) 
m A 

The transformation of Eq. (38) is identical 'with that of (37). 
For the sake of survey we write once more the coupled transmission liue 

equations 
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auU) • 
-- -- = JW Po IUJ 

8z 
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(.50) 

(51 ) 

If the permitti\-ity is homogeneous, then Cr is factorizahle out of the integral 
sign. Then, on account of the orthogonal relations, the set of (50) to (53) trallS
forms to the set of (35) to (38). Eqs (51) to (53) are identical to the equation:, 
of Schelkunoff for the isotropic case. But Eq. (50) does not need a matrix 
inversion, so it is more practical than Sehelkunoff's onc. 

In the case of multiply connected region restricted to the self-coupling 
of TEl\I mode - the set of (50) to (53) yields 

jw Co \. Cr efi) dA . 
• .1. 

(54) 

(55 ) 

So we obtain a method frequently occurring III the literature. the ;,:o-called 
"method of static effective permitth-ity'·. From (5.5) it is e\-ident that tlH' 
static effective permittivity equals 

E \. Er efi) dA. 
.4 

(.56) 

So the method of static effeetiye permitti\-ity eaa ht· eonsidt'l'ed tht· first 

approximation of the set (50) to (53). 

5. Connection of the method of coupled transmission lines 
and the Rayleigh-Ritz method 

Let us start from the stationary formula for the propagation factor [1] 

-J 
i 

.1 (Po H~ ~ 15 E:!) (U 
. ~A~ _______________ _ 

}Wry J(E H)kdA 
A 

(57) 
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The condition of' stationarity for E is to satisfy the boundary conditions Oll 

the waveguide's wall. 
Expand H according to the mode functions of the empty waveguide, 

.:E .:E I; 1nl h; hill - .. 
m 

(58) 

usmg the relationship 

H -- 1 ..... ~ k" U,' --. --2. 'In [i] If[;] 
]OJ Po i 

(59) 

and marking the modes TE and 'I'M equally without parentheses, 
Taking into consideration the orthogonality we obtain that the expression 

J jOJ,Ho H2 dA 
.--\ 

becomes after substitution 

ijcofJ.o E1 -,- vl.kin )u 
\]OJ ,Uo 

(60) 

where U and I are column vectors consisting of modal voltages and currents, 
E is the unity matrix, the tilde marks transposing, the broken hracket marks 
diagonal matrix. Only those eiements of the diagonal matrix differ from zel'O, 
which helong to TE modes. 

Let us expand E according to the empty waveguide modes. Then 

\'jm GO Er E2 dA 
A 

\
' . E" d 4 . \" E2 d A ]W EoEr i . -T' ]W Eo Er : .d 

"\ A 

.. ~. j(l) EO \'Er »' 2 Ui [;:" e; em dA 
~' ~-

rjco Eo 1'1'--. _1_-;;.::f.2 I(i)Icm)kfi)kfmlPU/hm) dA 
A (]W Eo cr)~; m A i m 

Let us introduce matrices 

.vim = jU) EO J cr ei e", dA 
A 

:;;;'" = _._1_ kfi) k[m) r ~ ffU) rp(m) dA 
](1) 80 . .4 8r 

(61) 

(62) 

(63 ) 

the elements of latter differ from zero only for Tl\1-TM coupling. (61) hecomes 

\' jw 80 Cl' E2 dA = U y u + iz I 
.4 

5 Periodica Polytechnir." El. 15/4 

(64) 
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Finally it is well known [8] 

2 r (E X H) k dA = 2U E I 
.'\ 

(65) 

Using (60), (64) and (65), (57) becomes 

(66) 

After reducing the numerator: 

UYU +iZI 
;' == 

VEl 
(67) 

Z and Y appear to be identical with the matrices standing 011 the right hand 
side of (50) to (53). 

Let us use the shortened form of (67) 

(68) 

Minimizing (68) according to the Rayleigh-Ritz method leads to the following 
conditions 

S _ 
--;:;;- (1\1 - yN) = 0 
SUi 

S . 
-_ (1\11 - yN) 0 
SIi 

These equations lead to the system of equations 

YU - yI = 0 

ZI yU 0 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

Eq. (71) is identical with (52)-(53), while (72) is identical with (50)-(51) 
supposing we examine a solution of the form e-;"Z in (50)-(53). 

Thus we proved that the Rayleigh-Ritz method and the coupled trans
mission line method are the same if the empty wave guide modes are used as 
the trial fields. 
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Summary 

To calculate the electromagnetic field of waveguides filled with inhomogeneous. isotropic 
dielectrics, Schelkunoff has derived coupled transmission line equations. It is shown that 
these equations can easily be derived from the ilIarcuvitz-Schwinger equations. One of 
Schelkunoff's equations contains the inverse of an infinite matrix: instead of it a simpler 
equation is given. A faulty interpretation of this equation, which occurred in the literature is 
pointed out. Finally. it is shown that applying the Rayleigh Ritz method in the variational 
formula of the propagation constant - using the empty-waveguide lIlodes as co-ordinate func-
tions tht' result is identical with the coupled transll1i,.sion line equation,.. 
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